International comparative field study evaluating the assay performance of AFSTYLA in plasma samples at clinical hemostasis laboratories.
Essentials AFSTYLA exhibits ≈50% underestimation in activity when the one-stage (OS) assay is utilized. A field study compared the performance of AFSTYLA with Advate in factor VIII activity assays. AFSTYLA activity can be monitored with both the chromogenic substrate and the OS assay. The consistent OS underestimation allows for a conversion factor to be applied to OS results. Introduction AFSTYLA (antihemophilic factor [recombinant] single chain) is a novel B-domain truncated recombinant factor VIII (rFVIII). For AFSTYLA, an approximate 50% discrepancy was observed between results of the one-stage (OS) and chromogenic substrate (ChS) FVIII activity assays. An investigation was undertaken to test whether there is a linear relationship between ChS and OS assay results that would allow reliable clinical interpretation of results independent of the assay method used. Aims To provide confidence in future clinical monitoring, this field study investigated the performance of AFSTYLA and a full-length rFVIII (Advate® ) in FVIII activity assays routinely performed in clinical laboratories. Methods The comparison of AFSTYLA and Advate was performed in an international, multicenter and blinded field study of simulated post-infusion samples. The study documented the extent of variability between methods and laboratories and characterized the relationship between the ChS and OS assays. Results Results from 23 laboratories demonstrate that intra and interlaboratory variability in OS assays were similar for both products. When comparing within the OS assay format, there was a similar and reagent-correlated variability in response to different activators for both AFSTYLA and Advate. The OS underestimation was highly predictable and consistent across the complete range of FVIII plasma concentrations. Conclusion Post-infusion plasma AFSTYLA levels can be monitored in patients by the OS and ChS assays. The consistent and predictable difference between the two assay formats provides clinicians with adequate guidance on how to interpret the results of the OS assay using a single conversion factor.